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ABSTRACT
As part of a series of papers aimed at understanding the evolution of the Milky Way’s Central
Molecular Zone (CMZ), we present hydrodynamical simulations of turbulent molecular
clouds orbiting in an accurate model of the gravitational potential extant there. We consider
two sets of model clouds differing in the energy content of their velocity fields. In the first,
self–virialised set, the turbulent kinetic energies are chosen to be close in magnitude to
the clouds’ self–gravitational potential energies. Comparison with isolated clouds evolving
without an external potential shows that the self–virialised clouds are unable to withstand
the compressive tidal field of the CMZ and rapidly collapse, forming stars much faster
and reaching gas exhaustion after a small fraction of a Galactocentric orbit. In the second,
tidally–virialised, set of simulations, the clouds’ turbulent kinetic energies are in equilibrium
with the external tidal field. These models are better supported against the field and the
stronger turbulence suppresses star formation. Our results strongly support the inference
that anomalously low star formation rates in the CMZ are due primarily to high velocity
dispersions in the molecular gas. The clouds follow open, eccentric orbits oscillating in all
three spatial coordinates. We examine the consequences of the orbital dynamics, particularly
pericentre passage, by performing companion simulations of clouds on circular orbits. The
increased tidal forces at pericentre produce transient accelerations in star formation rates of at
most a factor of 2.7. Our results demonstrate that modelling star formation in galactic centres
requires the inclusion of tidal forces.
Key words: stars: formation – ISM: clouds – ISM: evolution – ISM: kinematics and dynamics
– Galaxy: centre – galaxies: ISM
1 INTRODUCTION
Star formation is one of the most important processes in astro-
physics and the Central Molecular Zone (CMZ) of the Milky Way
presents us with an invaluable opportunity to test our understand-
ing of it in an extreme environment. The CMZ (usually defined
as the central 500 pc of the Milky Way) contains a reservoir of
M ≈ 5× 107M⊙ of molecular gas (e.g. Ferrie`re et al. 2007). The
thermal and dynamical state of this material is very different from
that of typical molecular interstellar medium (ISM) gas elsewhere
in the Galaxy. Molecular gas in the CMZ is two orders of magni-
tude denser (nCMZ ∼ 104 cm−3, Longmore et al. (2013a)), up to
more than one order of magnitude warmer (TCMZ ∼ 50 − 400K,
Mills & Morris (2013); Ao et al. (2013); Ginsburg et al. (2016);
Krieger et al. (2017)) and has turbulent Mach numbers several
times higher (MCMZ ≈ 30, Oka et al. (2001); Kruijssen et al.
(2014); Henshaw et al. (2016a)) than in typical Galactic disk
GMCs. These properties are much more reminiscent of gas in
z = 2–3 galaxies (Kruijssen & Longmore 2013), when the cosmic
star formation rate peaked (Madau & Dickinson 2014), such that
the CMZ may provide key insight into the extreme conditions
under which many of the stars in the Milky Way and other galaxies
formed.
It has been known for some time that the star formation rates
in the Galactic Centre clouds are very low given their high volume
and surface densities, placing them far off well–known correlations
between these quantities, such as the Kennicutt–Schmidt relation
(e.g. Kennicutt 1998). One well–studied cloud in particular,
G0.253 + 0.016, often known as ‘the Brick’, has few detectable
signs of star formation (e.g. Kauffmann et al. 2017), despite having
a mass of ∼ 105M⊙ and a freefall time of ∼ 105 yr (Rathborne
et al. 2014). Federrath et al. (2016) interpret the low star formation
rate of the Brick as the imprint of solenoidally driven turbulence,
which is likely an imprint of high levels of shear experienced by
the cloud (Kruijssen et al. 2019).
In Figure 1, we show a three–colour composite image
of the CMZ. Red shows an integrated-intensity map of the
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2HOPS NH3(1,1) emission (revealing gas with a number density
n>several×103 cm−3, green shows the MSX 21.3µm image
(Egan et al. 1998; Price et al. 2001), and blue shows the MSX
8.28µm image. The locations of several well–known objects are
indicated.
As well as having unusual intrinsic properties, the molecular
clouds in the CMZ are distributed in a configuration that is unique
within the Milky Way. A large fraction of the molecular gas is
contained in an approximately ring–shaped structure orbiting
about the Galactic Centre at a radius of r ≈ 100 pc (Sofue
1995; Molinari et al. 2011). The dense gas (red in Figure 1) and
young stars (blue) are distributed asymmetrically as a function of
longitude. This likely results from instabilities as the gas flows
in along the bar, resulting in interruptions in the gas morphol-
ogy, causing the instantaneous spatial distribution in the central
∼ 100 pc to change due to the regular orbital motion of the gas
(Sormani et al. 2018). In Kruijssen et al. (2015), we presented a
detailed analysis of the dynamics of the gas stream and used it to
construct the most accurate model to date of the orbit on which
the clouds lie, and the potential required to produce it (derived
from Launhardt et al. 2002). This model represents the gas as an
eccentric, vertically-oscillatory, and open ended stream orbiting
the Galactic Centre, and is supported by the detailed kinematic
analysis presented in Henshaw et al. (2016a). The fitted orbit from
Kruijssen et al. (2015) is shown in Figure 1 as a white dotted line.
Krumholz & Kruijssen (2015) and Krumholz et al. (2017)
developed a dynamical model for the formation and evolution of
the molecular stream. Gas is taken to be fed at a steady rate into
a disk of radius ∼ 500 pc by the Galactic bar (Montenegro et al.
1999), which also drives acoustic instabilities in the disk. The
instabilities maintain a high velocity dispersion which prevents
the disk from becoming gravitationally unstable, and the radial
shear transports angular momentum outwards, allowing matter to
flow inwards. At a radius of ≈ 100 pc, the Galactic rotation curve
morphs from flat to solid–body, leading to a local radial minimum
in shear. Angular momentum transport therefore fails and gas
accumulates at this radius. There, the turbulent energy dissipates
and the gas becomes gravitationally unstable, leading to a burst of
star formation.
As already remarked, the CMZ molecular clouds do indeed
have unusually high velocity dispersions, leading Longmore et al.
(2013a) and Kruijssen et al. (2014) to suggest that this suppresses
star formation. However, since the gas is on an eccentric orbit
in the Kruijssen et al. (2015) model, tidal forces associated with
passage through pericentre may be sufficient to overcome turbulent
support and induce the clouds to begin forming stars. Longmore
et al. (2013b) proposed that an understanding of the 100–pc stream
clouds in various stages of star formation may allow us to derive
an absolute, as opposed to merely relative, timescale for the star
formation process.
Alternatively, once the gas detaches from the large–scale
disk structure, acoustic instabilities cease driving turbulence
within it. Dissipation of the turbulent motions by internal shocks
may then sufficiently deprive the gas of support that it becomes
locally gravitationally unstable, and star formation begins on the
timescale on which the turbulence dies away. However, the tidal
shear generated by the external potential is likely to be a source of
turbulence, stabilising the gas and in particular setting a minimum
value for the clouds’s internal velocity dispersions, as discussed in
Kruijssen et al. (2019). This complicates any attempt at a simple
derivation of this timescale.
There are several alternatives to the Kruijssen et al. (2015)
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Figure 1. Three–colour composite image of the CMZ. Red shows an
integrated-intensity map of the HOPS NH3(1,1) emission (revealing gas
with a number density n >several×103 cm−3, green shows the MSX
21.3µm image (Egan et al. 1998; Price et al. 2001), and blue shows the
MSX 8.28µm image. The fitted orbit from Kruijssen et al (2015) is shown
as a white dotted line and the positions of several well–known objects are
indicated.
model of an open–ended stream oscillating in all three spatial
coordinates. Molinari et al. (2011) proposed that the gas follows
a closed stream, and the work of Kruijssen et al. (2015) was in
part intended as an improvement on this idea aimed at a more con-
sistent fit with available position–position and position–velocity
observations.
Alternatively, Sofue (1995) and Sawada et al. (2004) modelled
the CMZ streams as spiral arms. The feasibility of this geometry
was recently demonstrated by Ridley et al. (2017) using hydro-
dynamical simulations. However, this model retains fundamental
topological problems relative to the observed position-position-
velocity structure, and 2D simulations provide no insight in the
vertical structure. We therefore adopt the geometry and orbital
model derived by(Kruijssen et al. 2015), which best reproduces
the observations (see e.g. Henshaw et al. 2016a) and is similar to
the transient structures found in the simulation by Emsellem et al.
(2015).
In this series of papers, we will use the opportunity presented
to us by the CMZ to compare targeted simulations directly with
observations and answer two questions fundamental to the whole
field of star formation: (i) what are the absolute timescales on
which molecular clouds evolve from quiescent to star–forming
to dispersal?; (ii) to what extent does the external environment,
particularly the local tidal field, influence the evolution of GMCs?
The first paper in the series, Kruijssen et al. (2015), laid
the groundwork for this project by proposing an orbit which fits
the observed position–position and position–velocity structure
in the CMZ, and provides a physically and observationally self–
consistent model for the gravitational potential required to generate
such an orbit. In this paper and in Kruijssen et al. (2019), we use
the models for the gravitational potential and the orbit to begin
addressing these questions directly using numerical simulations.
This paper presents the simulations themselves and describes and
explains their behaviour entirely from a theoretical perspective.
Kruijssen et al. (2019) instead examines in detail the observable
properties of the model clouds and compares them explicitly with
the Galactic Centre clouds.
The layout of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, we
briefly discuss why the simulations presented here are so different
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from most models of molecular clouds. Section 3 describes our
numerical methods, in particular how the external potential used
to represent the Milky Way’s nuclear stellar mass distribution is
modelled. In Section 4, we present the results of two classes of
simulation. In the first, clouds are supported by turbulence only
against their self–gravity. We compare the evolution of clouds on
eccentric and circular orbits to examine the influence of the orbital
dynamics and in particular the pericentre passage. We also evolve
these clouds in the absence of the background potential in order
to make explicit comparisons with more traditional models of
isolated turbulent objects. In the second set of simulations, clouds
are supported against the compressive tidal field in the CMZ by
stronger turbulent velocity fields. We again model clouds following
eccentric and circular orbits to extract the influence of pericentre
passage on their evolution. In Section 5, we compare the two sets
of simulations in the context of explaining the behaviour of the
CMZ clouds. In Section 6, we present our conclusions.
2 MOLECULAR CLOUDS EVOLVING IN STRONG
TIDAL FIELDS
The majority of numerical simulations of molecular cloud evo-
lution performed to date have considered either isolated objects,
with no boundary conditions of any kind (e.g. Bate 2014), simple
outflow boundary conditions (e.g. Howard et al. 2016), or the
contents of periodic turbulent boxes, often with an artificial driving
mechanism to create or maintain the turbulence (e.g. Federrath
2015). In all these cases, the progression of the simulations is in
large part determined by twice the ratio of turbulent kinetic energy
T to the modulus of the self–generated gravitational potential
energy V on the largest meaningful scales, so that αvir = 2T/|V |.
As will become clear, the evolution of the clouds in the CMZ
is dominated by the external tidal forces acting upon them, and the
clouds’ self–gravity is, at least initially, almost irrelevant to their
evolution. The dynamical states of the clouds are therefore not well
described by the traditional virial ratio.
Simulations of galactic disks aimed at forming molecular
clouds (e.g. Tasker & Tan 2009; Dobbs & Pringle 2013) clearly
do include the external tidal forces acting on the clouds. However,
in most cases, these forces are not likely to dominate the clouds’
behaviour (e.g. Das & Jog 1995) unless the clouds are very
elongated (Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2009). This is mainly because
the tidal forces exerted on a cloud due to its being embedded in
an external potential only become dominant when the density of
the mass distribution responsible for the potential exceeds that of
the cloud itself. Molecular clouds have densities of a few to tens
of solar masses per cubic parsec, two or three orders of magnitude
greater than the average mass density of the stellar component
of a typical disk galaxy. Clearly, the stellar mass density can be
much larger in the vicinity of large stellar clusters, leading to
complex tidal interactions between clouds and clusters. However,
most stellar clusters are small compared to molecular clouds, and
mutual encounters are brief.
The only locations in a galaxy where there is an extended
region in which the ambient stellar mass density is comparable to
that of typical molecular cloud densities is near galactic nuclei.
The clouds which are the subject of this study orbit the centre of
the Milky Way at a distance of r ≈ 100 pc, where the enclosed
stellar mass is M(r) ≈ 7 × 108M⊙ (Launhardt et al. 2002).
Even if this mass were spherically distributed (which it is not; the
results of Launhardt et al. 2002 show that the mass distribution
is highly flattened), this would be equivalent to a mass density of
∼ 100M⊙ pc−3, which coincides with the lower end of the range
of densities seen in CMZ clouds (e.g. Henshaw et al. 2016b, 2017).
Hence, even though the clouds in the CMZ are substantially denser
than typical disk molecular clouds, their evolution is strongly
influenced – if not dominated – by the deep potential generated
by the old stellar population there. Molecular cloud evolution and
star formation in the centres of most spiral galaxies are likely to be
influenced by the pre–existing stellar population in much the same
fashion as in the CMZ of the Milky Way and this work therefore
readily offers insights into the structure and kinematics of many
systems other than the CMZ.
3 NUMERICAL METHODS
We use the state–of–the–art Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
code GANDALF (Hubber et al. 2018). GANDALF is a hybrid code in
which the fluid equations are solved using the grad–h SPH formal-
ism (Springel & Hernquist 2002; Price & Monaghan 2004) and a
leapfrog kick–drift–kick integrator, while point–mass sink particles
are used to model star formation. We do not have sufficient reso-
lution to model the formation of single stars and the sink particles
created in our simulations instead can be taken to represent stellar
subclusters. However, we are mainly interested in the properties of
the gas in the simulations and the sink particles are used simply as
a numerical device to avoid having to follow the evolution of very
dense condensations of gas. Apart from using them as a measure
of how much gas has crossed into the regime of local gravitational
collapse and star formation, we do not discuss them at length.
The code computes self–gravitational forces using an octal
tree. Artificial viscosity forces are computed according to the Mon-
aghan (1997) scheme, with α = 1, β = 2. The gas thermodynam-
ics is computed using a barotropic equation of state (e.g. Hubber
et al. 2011) with a critical density of 10−16 g cm−3, although the
threshold for sink particle formation is 10−17 g cm−3, so the sim-
ulations are effectively isothermal, with a gas temperature of 65K.
The gas is taken to have a mean molecular weight µ = 2.35.
Our clouds are all modelled with 106 SPH particles and all
possess the same initially divergence–free turbulent velocity field,
of which the power spectrum follows P (k) ∝ k−4 and is undriven.
Particle masses, positions and velocities are scaled to model clouds
with different intrinsic characteristics. The parameters we choose to
vary are the massM , initial radius R0, the initial one–dimensional
velocity dispersion σ1D,0, the initial mass volume density ρ0, and
the initial mass surface density Σ0. The clouds all have the same
turbulent velocity field, scaled so that vRMS ≡ σ3D,0 =
√
3σ1D,0.
The mass, radius and mass volume density are related as usual
by
ρ0 =
3M
4piR30
(1)
and the mass surface density is given by
Σ0 =
M
piR20
. (2)
and the clouds’ initial freefall times are given by
tff =
(
3pi
32Gρ0
) 1
2
(3)
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4The virial ratios are calculated accurately and directly by com-
puting the sum T of the turbulent kinetic energies of all the SPH
particles, and the gravitational potential, using the tree, of the gas
and sink particles where appropriate (neglecting the external tidal
field) V , and setting αvir = 2T/|V |.
3.1 Background tidal field
The purpose of this paper is to study the evolution of a set of molec-
ular clouds orbiting in the gravitational potential of the Galactic
Centre region, which is dominated by pre–existing stellar mass.
Observations by Launhardt et al. (2002) derived the mass volume
density and Kruijssen et al. (2015) showed that the distribution
could be modelled by a power law ρ(r) ∝ r−γ in the galactocentric
radius r in the range of interest here, 1–300 pc, with an exponent
γ = 1.7− 1.9 (although note that we compute enclosed masses at
a given value of r directly by logarithmic interpolation of the en-
closed mass inferred by Launhardt et al. 2002).
Launhardt et al. (2002) show that the distribution of pre–
existing stellar mass is strongly flattened. In order to reproduce the
motions of the Galactic Centre clouds perpendicular to the Galactic
plane, Kruijssen et al. (2015) constructed a flattened axisymmetric
analytic potential model by setting
Φ(r)→ Φ(r′, z), (4)
where R is the spherical radial coordinate (x2 + y2 + z2)
1
2 , r′ is
the cylindrical radial coordinate (x2 + y2)
1
2 in the Galactic plane
and z becomes the axial cylindrical coordinate perpendicular to the
Galactic plane. The coordinate transform
r2 ≡ r′2 + z
2
q2Φ
(5)
with qΦ < 1 produces a potential flattened in the z–direction,
yielding forces that point towards the z = 0 plane. The best–fit
value of qΦ = 0.63 was then extracted from a formal fit to the
orbital parameters of the observed Galactic Centre clouds derived
from the NH3(1,1) emission from the HOPS survey (Purcell et al.
2012), taking care that such a potential corresponds to a physically
meaningful density distribution.
For the purposes of these simulations, we impose external
forces on all SPH and sink particles appropriate to such an external
potential. We compute for every particle at every timestep the
enclosed massM(r) due to the stellar mass distribution(which we
do not model explicitly) at the particle’s instantaneous galactocen-
tric spherical radius r by logarithmic interpolation of the enclosed
mass inferred by Launhardt et al. (2002). Forces in the x–, y– and
z–directions are computed from
Fx = −GM(r)
r2
xˆ, (6)
Fy = −GM(r)
r2
yˆ, (7)
Fz = −GM(r)
r2
zˆ, (8)
with r defined as in Equation 5, and the unit vectors
xˆ ≡ x
(x2 + y2 + z2)
1
2
, (9)
yˆ ≡ y
(x2 + y2 + z2)
1
2
, (10)
zˆ ≡ z
qΦ(x2 + y2 + z2)
1
2
. (11)
The potential is centred on the location of Sgr A∗ at
(xSgrA∗ , ySgrA∗ , zSgrA∗) = (8.08, 0.00,−6.68) pc. The assump-
tion that the gravitational forces at a given radius are due only to
mass internal to that radius is strictly correct only in spherical sym-
metry, but corrections due to the breaking of spherical symmetry
are likely to be small owing to the central concentration of the mass
distribution.
3.2 Self–virialised model clouds
We perform two very different sets of simulations. In the first
set, which we refer to as ‘self–virialised’, we construct traditional
models of turbulent clouds in which the velocity dispersion is
characterised by the ratio of the turbulent kinetic energy to the
clouds’ self–gravitational binding energies.
Our Fiducial (Fid) cloud has a volume density of 75M⊙ pc
−3
(≈1300 cm−3) and a surface density of 1350M⊙ pc−2, represen-
tative of the CMZ clouds, and a virial parameter of 1.3. These
specifications result in a mass of 7.73×105M⊙, a radius of 13.5 pc
and a one–dimensional velocity dispersion of 12.7 km s−1.
In addition, we explore the parameter space of model clouds,
varying their characteristics to determine which are best able
to reproduce the observations of the CMZ. We construct clouds
whose volume densities are respectively a factor of three lower
and higher (LDens and HDens), clouds whose velocity dispersions
are 50% lower and higher (LVDis and HVDis), and clouds whose
virial ratios are a factor of three lower and higher (LVir and HVir).
These clouds also have attendant differences in mass and size,
as detailed in the first section of Table 1. These are the natural
characteristics to vary in models of self–gravitating clouds, and we
explore the ability of the models to explain the properties of the
CMZ clouds.
3.3 Tidally–virialised model clouds
In the second set of models, dubbed ‘tidally–virialised’, we take a
different approach. We abandon the traditional idea that the clouds’
velocity dispersions are determined by an approximate equilib-
rium between the turbulent kinetic energy and the clouds’ self–
gravities. Instead, we contend that the strength of the turbulence
is determined by processes external to the clouds, as postulated in
the model of Krumholz & Kruijssen (2015) and Krumholz et al.
(2017). We instead scale the clouds’ internal velocity dispersions
so the turbulent kinetic energy approximately balances the gravita-
tional potential energy of the tidal field within the volume of each
cloud.
The tidal forces experienced by the CMZ clouds can be exam-
ined in terms of the tidal tensor Tij . For a gravitational potential
φ(r) as a function of a generic position vector r and generic coor-
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Run name Short name M(M⊙) R0(pc) σ1D,0(km s
−1) αvir,0 ρ0(M⊙ pc
−3) Σ0(M⊙ pc−2) tff (Myr)
Self–virialised clouds:
Fiducial Fid 773015 13.50 12.7 2.6 75.0 1350 0.93
Low density LDens 1338901 23.38 12.7 2.6 25.0 779 1.62
High density HDens 446300 7.79 12.7 2.6 225.0 2338 0.54
Low velocity dispersion LVDis 96627 6.75 6.3 2.6 75.0 675 0.93
High velocity dispersion HVDis 2608925 20.25 19.0 2.6 75.0 2025 0.93
Low virial ratio LVir 4016704 23.38 12.7 0.87 75.0 2338 0.93
High virial ratio HVir 148766 7.79 12.7 7.8 75.0 779 0.93
Tidally–virialised clouds:
Fiducial Fid 773015 13.50 24.1 9.4 75.0 1350 0.93
Low density LDens 1338901 23.38 41.2 27.4 25.0 779 1.62
High density HDens 446300 7.79 13.9 3.2 225.0 2338 0.54
Low velocity dispersion LVDis 96627 6.75 12.1 9.4 75.0 675 0.93
High velocity dispersion HVDis 2608925 20.25 36.2 9.4 75.0 2025 0.93
Table 1. Initial properties of model clouds. Column 1: Run name; column 2: short run name; column 3; cloud mass in solar masses; column 4; cloud initial
radius in pc; column 5: initial one–dimensional velocity dispersion in kilometres per second; column 6: initial virial parameter; column 7; initial density in
solar masses per cubic parsec; column 8: initial surface density in solar masses per square parsec; column 9; initial freefall time in megayears.
dinates xi, xj ,
Tij(r) = − ∂
2φ(r)
∂xi∂xj
. (12)
For the remainder of the paper, it becomes necessary to introduce
two coordinate systems. The first Cartesian system is used to de-
scribe the properties of the clouds as seen from the Earth’s per-
spective. The axes are fixed, with the origin at (0, 0, 0) and, once
more, Sgr A∗ located at (8.08, 0.00,−6.68) pc. In this system, xˆ
is a vector lying in the Galactic plane perpendicular to the line of
sight from the Sun and in the opposite sense of Galactic longitude,
yˆ points along the observational line of sight from the Sun to the
Galactic Centre and zˆ is a mutually perpendicular vector pointing
towards Galactic north. For brevity, we sometimes refer to zˆ as the
‘vertical’ direction.
We use the second coordinate system to describe the clouds in
a more natural fashion accessible only via simulations. This system
is cylindrical and local to each simulated cloud at each moment in
time. The origin is the cloud’s centre of mass. The vector rˆ joins
the instantaneous cloud centre of mass (xcom, ycom, zcom) perpen-
dicularly to the rotation axis passing through the location of Sgr
A∗, and is always parallel to the Galactic plane. zˆ is common with
the fixed coordinate system, and sˆ is a vector perpendicular rˆ and
zˆ, parallel to the Galactic plane and pointing in the same sense of
the cloud’s orbital motion. Note that, for clouds following eccentric
orbits in the background potential, sˆ is not parallel to the instanta-
neous orbital velocity. We reiterate, however, that this coordinate
system is defined only for convenience in describing the extents of
the clouds. In the hope of avoiding confusion, Figure 2 shows the
relation of these two coordinate systems.
The best known form of the tidal tensor, appropriate for a cen-
tral point–mass is not relevant here. Firstly, our clouds reside in the
potential generated by an extended mass distribution. We show in
Kruijssen et al. (2015) that the mass distribution inferred by Laun-
hardt et al. (2002) which we use to generate our potential is well–
approximated in the Galactocentric radial range of interest here by
M(r) = Arα with A a constant and α = 2.2 (note however that
the potential used in the simulations is generated using logarith-
mic interpolation of the raw Launhardt et al. (2002) data and not
from this approximation). In addition, the potential is flattened in
the z–direction (see Equation 5). These considerations result in the
Figure 2. Illustration of the two coordinate systems used in this paper. The
(xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) system, shown in red, is fixed and centred on the Galactic Cen-
tre. The xˆ direction is aligned with Galactic longitude, with increasing x
corresponding to decreasing longitude. The perpendicular yˆ vector points
along the line–of–sight from the Sun to the Galactic Centre. The zˆ is mutu-
ally perpendicular to xˆ and yˆ and points towards the Galactic North Pole.
Alternatively, the (rˆ, sˆ, zˆ) coordinate system, shown in black, follows the
clouds on their orbits, with rˆ pointing from the cloud centre of mass to the
projection of the Sgr A∗’s position onto the Galactic plane. zˆ is common to
both coordinate systems, and sˆ is mutually perpendicular to rˆ and zˆ.
non–zero components of the tidal tensor being
Trr = (2− α)GM(r)
r3
, (13)
Tss = −GM(r)
r3
, (14)
Tzz = −GM(r)
q2φr
3
. (15)
Note that, with α > 2, all components of the tidal tensor are com-
pressive, unlike in the familiar Keplerian case.
The initial tidal forces can be computed from the tidal tensor
by multiplying each component by the mass of the cloud and by its
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2019)
6extension in each coordinate direction:
F tidalrr = (2− α)GM(r)
r3
× 2R0Mcloud, (16)
F tidalss = −GM(r)
r3
× 2R0Mcloud, (17)
F tidalzz = −GM(r)
q2φr
3
× 2R0Mcloud, (18)
where we have made use of the fact that the clouds are initially
spherical so that their extents in the r, s and z coordinates are equal
at the beginning of the simulation.
We import the results of Equations 16–18 and multiply each
tidal force component by the initial cloud radius R0 to yield an
equivalent energy. This energy is the work that would be done by
the tidal field in compressing the clouds to zero thickness in each
direction. Stabilising the clouds in each direction therefore requires
that the energy stored in the relevant component of the turbulent
velocity field is at least as large. We therefore define the energies
of the three turbulent velocity components required to achieve this
by:
Etidal{r, s, z} = {0.2, 1.0, 2.6}GM(r0)
r30
R20Mcloud (19)
=
1
2
Mcloudσ
2
1D,0{r,s,z}, (20)
where the enclosed mass M(r0) is that of the old stellar pop-
ulation (which generates the background potential) enclosed
by the location on the orbit where the simulations are started.
We choose a location such that r0 = 90.3 pc, resulting in
M(r0) = 5.01 × 108M⊙. This generates three different one–
dimensional velocity dispersions for each cloud, dependent on
their mass and radius, with the initial radial component being
the smallest, the vertical component the largest, and the tangen-
tial component intermediate between the other two in the ratio
0.2:1.0:2.6. These velocity dispersions are essentially what would
be required to support the clouds against each component of the
tidal field.1
It is not physically appropriate to set the initial radially– and
tangentially–pointing velocity components of the gas particles to
be different (the computed values typically differ by a factor a little
larger than two), since the clouds are not in a tidally–locked state.
We choose instead to give the clouds an initially isotropic velocity
field whose one–dimensional velocity dispersion is the geometric
average of the three computed tidal components. The clouds are
therefore oversupported in the initially–radial direction, undersup-
ported in the vertical direction, and roughly in equilibrium in the
initially–tangential direction. As might be expected, the velocity
dispersions and formal virial parameters of these models are
substantially larger than are observed in typical molecular clouds,
and are certainly larger than those required to support the model
1 In Kruijssen et al. (2019) we discuss the evolution of the clouds in the
fully–compressive external tidal field mainly by comparing the relative de-
gree of compression felt by the clouds in different spatial directions at any
given time. Here, we focus more on explaining the dynamics of the clouds,
often using quantities such as the gravitational potential or the velocity dis-
persion perpendicular to the line of the sight, which are not observable.
We therefore instead make use of the terms ‘over–supported’ and ‘under–
supported’ to describe the dynamical states of the clouds, even when estab-
lishing observationally whether a cloud is in such a state may be difficult
or impossible. We note, however, that being ‘under–supported’ in a given
direction means that the cloud is being tidally compressed in that direction.
clouds only against their own self–gravity. We detail the properties
of the tidally–virialised clouds in the second section of Table 1.
Note that we do not repeat the LVir and HVir simulations in this
fashion, since we are now asserting that the virial ratio is fixed by
influences external to the cloud. For completeness, we also perform
one calculation, described in the Appendix, with an anisotropic
velocity field where the velocity dispersions are initially set to
the values determined directly from the instantaneous tidal force
components at the clouds’ initial location.
Note that the above process results in all clouds having the
same turbulent crossing time, since
τcross ∼ R0
σ1D,0
(21)
and the velocity dispersions computed above are proportional to
R0. All tidally virialised clouds have turbulent crossing times of
0.55Myr. This has the obvious corollary that the linewidth–size
relation for these clouds σ = Arb has b = 1, considerably
steeper than the canonical Larson value of b = 0.5 observed in
typical Milky Way GMCs. Shetty et al. (2012) report that the
size–linewidth relation in the CMZ is indeed steeper than is seen
in the Galactic disk, deriving a best–fit value of b = 0.78. This
is evidently not as steep as the value we propose here, but it does
demonstrate that the CMZ clouds are not in virial equilibrium. We
aim to investigate this interesting aspect of the CMZ clouds in a
future paper.
3.4 Cloud angular momentum
Velocity shear is expected to impart on inspiralling gas in the
Galactic Centre a spin angular velocity in the zˆ direction in the
opposite sense to the orbital angular velocity. The initial spin an-
gular velocity ωshear,0z in question is related to the gradient of
the orbital angular velocity Ω at the clouds’ initial locations by
ωshear,0z = −r0dΩ/dr|r0 = [(3 − α)/2]Ω(r0). At the circular
radius r0 = 90.3 pc from which our clouds are launched, we com-
pute numerically ωshear,0z = 2.2× 10−14 s−1 = 0.7Myr−1.
Our model clouds are all initialised with a purely solenoidal
(i.e. divergence–free) turbulent velocity field. The field has non–
zero angular momentum about all three principal axes. The value
of the angular momentum and consequent angular velocity ωspin,0z
is determined by the size of the cloud and the velocity field and is
not trivial to control. We compute the spin angular momenta Sz,0
of the clouds’ initial states in their centre–of–mass frames as
Sz,0 =
NSPH∑
i
mi(vxy,i × rxy,i), (22)
the moment of inertia about the zˆ axis Iz,0 as
Iz,0 =
NSPH∑
i
mir
2
xy,i, (23)
yielding
ωspin,0z =
Sz,0
Iz,0
. (24)
The self–virialised clouds have values of ωspin,0z ranging
from 6.8 × 10−15 − 2.0 × 10−14 s−1 (0.21 − 0.63Myr−1),
considerably lower than the angular velocities implied by the
potential. In contrast, the tidally–virialised clouds, since they
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obey a linear size–linewidth relation, all have the same value of
ωspin,0z = 3.1 × 10−14 s−1 (0.98Myr−1), close to the value
computed from the velocity shear of the potential. We have there-
fore selected tidally–virialised cloud models with spin angular
velocities in close agreement with observed values.
During the evolution of the clouds, tidal shear induces an
exchange of orbital and spin angular momentum, which moves
the clouds from a counter–rotating to a corotating state after about
half an orbit (in other words, roughly by the time they reach the
position of Sgr B2). A more detailed discussion of the angular
momentum evolution of the clouds is given in Kruijssen et al.
(2019).
3.5 Orbits around the Galactic Centre
For all self–virialised and tidally–virialised model clouds, two
simulations are run in the external potential described above.
‘Eccentric’ calculations refer to those where the cloud is placed on
the accurately–determined Galactocentric orbit on which the CMZ
clouds lie from Kruijssen et al. (2015). The initial location of the
clouds is chosen to be halfway between the orbital apocentre at
negative Galactic longitude and the pericentre. The initial positions
and velocities of the of the clouds on the inferred orbit is given in
the first row of Table 2. The initial separation from the centre of
the potential is r0 = 90.3 pc.
‘Circular’ simulations place the cloud on a circular orbit in
the same potential such that the initial coordinates of the cloud
in the xy–plane (x0, y0) are the same as those of the eccentric
simulations, but with a z–coordinate of zSgrA∗ , a z–velocity of
zero and x– and y–velocities such that the cloud executes a circular
orbit about the location of Sgr A∗ parallel to (but, due to the
vertical offset of Sgr A*, below) the Galactic plane (see the second
row of Table 2). The purpose of the circular runs is to explore the
effect of the changing tidal forces the clouds experience as they
follow the eccentric orbit.
Finally, we run ‘Isolated’ simulations of the self–virialised
clouds, in the absence of the tidal field or any bulk cloud motion,
to allow us to compare the models with more traditional molecular
cloud simulations. Clearly, this is not a sensible set of simulations
for the tidally-virialised clouds, which would undergo catastrophic
expansion due to the absence of a compressive tidal field that
balances their internal motion.
Simulations by Bertram et al. (2015) investigated the possi-
bility of explaining the low star–formation rates/efficiencies in the
CMZ by modelling isolated molecular clouds with a range of virial
ratios, going up to αvir = 16. They concluded that increasing
the virial ratio did indeed suppress star formation. However, since
their models had no confining tidal field, their model clouds with
higher virial parameters expanded to large sizes, inconsistent with
the observed CMZ clouds. With the models presented here, the
feasibility of suppressing star formation with high virial ratios can
be reassessed thanks to the presence of the compressive tidal field.
4 RESULTS
4.1 Self–virialised clouds
4.1.1 Star formation efficiencies and rates
All simulations are permitted to form sink particles to replace
locally–gravitationally unstable pockets of gas. We do not have
sufficient resolution to track the formation of individual stars, but
we use the sink particles to gauge an upper limit to the amount
of gas likely to be involved in star formation at a given time in
each model. We can thus compute upper limits to expected star
formation rates and efficiencies as the clouds travel along their
orbits.
In Figure 3, we show the stellar mass, gas mass, star formation
efficiency, and three different measures of the star formation rate
as functions of time in the self–virialised clouds. Since the clouds
have a wide range of masses, comparison of the absolute star
formation rates may be misleading, and we compute the star
formation efficiency rate (SFER – the rate of change of the star
formation efficiency in absolute time units) and the star formation
efficiency rate per initial freefall time (SFERff ). Note that in all
plots in this paper plotting quantities against time, the time of
pericentre is shown by a vertical dark grey line.
Looking at the isolated clouds first (dotted lines), the HDens
and LVir simulations form stars at the highest rates. This is not
surprising, since they have respectively the shortest initial freefall
time, and the least support against gravitational collapse. The LVir
calculation in particular is close to reaching gas exhaustion after
1.5Myr. The Fid simulation achieves a star–formation efficiency
of 0.4 over the same time period, and is bracketed by the HVDis
(0.45) and LVDis (0.31) clouds. All three of these clouds have the
same virial ratio and initial freefall time, but the higher turbulent
velocities assist in creating locally unstable gas by generating
stronger shocks. The LDens cloud has an initial freefall time
longer than the duration of the simulation, and reaches an SFE
of 0.21. Finally, the HVir cloud, which is strongly unbound, is
the slowest star former, achieving an efficiency of 0.04. Clouds
of this kind have been studied before, for example by Clark et al.
(2005). Readers are reminded that these simulations are the closest
in mindset to most molecular cloud simulations performed in the
past.
Turning to the orbiting clouds, we see that in all cases,
these clouds form stars substantially faster than their isolated
counterparts. We quantify this statement in Figure 4, where we
show as functions of time the ratio of the star formation rates in the
eccentric and isolated clouds, and the circular and isolated clouds.
In both sets of orbiting clouds, the star formation rates
exceed those in the corresponding isolated clouds by factors of
a few up to more than an order of magnitude. For most of the
clouds, the relative acceleration in star formation rate tails off
after ≈ 0.6Myr, but this is due mainly to the fact that most of
the orbiting clouds come close to gas exhaustion (SFE > 0.85)
by this time. The exception is the HVir cloud. In isolation, this
cloud has a persistently very low star formation rate. On both of
the orbits, the HVir cloud is induced to form stars more than order
of magnitude faster for the latter ≈ 0.8Myr of the simulations, but
even this increase in star formation rate is not enough to exhaust
the clouds’ gas reserves after 1.5Myr.
The external tidal field on both the eccentric and circular
orbit drives all but the HVir cloud, which has the strongest internal
turbulent support, to gas exhaustion by 1.5Myr, about one half of
a Galactocentric orbit. Most of the orbiting clouds achieve star–
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2019)
8Orbit x0(pc) y0(pc) z0(pc) vx,0(km s
−1) vy,0(km s
−1) vz,0(km s
−1)
Eccentric 96.63 -17.32 -10.63 -115.62 -113.98 32.42
Circular 96.63 -17.32 -6.68 -29.62 -151.45 0.00
Table 2. Initial positions and velocities of orbiting clouds. Note that the potential is centred on Sgr A* at (xSgrA∗ , ySgrA∗ , zSgrA∗ ) =
(8.08, 0.00,−6.68) pc.
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Figure 3. Time evolution of several quantities describing all of the self-virialised simulations. The panels show the gas mass (top left), stellar mass (top centre),
star formation efficiency (top right), absolute star formation rate (bottom left), star formation efficiency rate (bottom centre), star formation efficiency rate per
free-fall time (bottom right). In all panels, solid lines are eccentric simulations, dashed lines are circular simulations, dotted lines are isolated simulations, the
colours correspond to the different model clouds (as indicated by the legend in the first panel), and the vertical grey line marks the time of pericentre passage
at 0.41Myr. This figure demonstrates rapid star formation in the self–virialised clouds.
formation efficiency rates per freefall time greater than unity at
some point in their evolution, and some of them do so for extended
periods of time. The isolated clouds, except for the strongly–bound
and unstable LVir cloud, achieve maximum efficiency rates per
freefall time of a few tens of percent. This demonstrates that
self–gravity is not the main driver of star formation in the orbiting
clouds and that collapse is strongly accelerated by the external
tidal forces, regardless of the detailed shape of the orbit. It is the
tidal forces which overwhelm the clouds’ turbulent support and
initiate collapse, until self–gravitational forces acting on small
scales are able to drive the formation of stellar mass.
Most of the self-virialised clouds on an eccentric or circular
orbit around the Galactic centre become gas–exhausted after about
half an orbit. In Figure 5, we show position–position images
viewed along the z–axis and the y–axis (upper panels) and a
position–velocity image viewed along the y–axis (lower panel) of
the self–virialised Fiducial cloud on the eccentric orbit (indicated
by the dashed line), shown at four different times and locations.
For clarity, sink particles are omitted from these images, so that
we may concentrate on the gas. The cloud clearly becomes very
strongly flattened in the vertical direction and it also contracts to a
lesser extent in the radial and tangential directions due to the fully–
compressive nature of the tidal field. The cloud evidently begins
to rotate clockwise about the y–axis, acquiring a very pronounced
tilt between its projected long axis and the orbit by 1.0Myr. The
position–velocity plot initially becomes simpler as the turbulent
velocity field with which the cloud is seeded is restructured by the
tidal field, so that the form of the position–velocity distribution
shows counter—rotation by 0.4Myr. However, by later times,
the position–velocity plot becomes dominated by features due to
localised cloud collapse. Another striking change visible is the
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Figure 4. Ratio as a function of time of the star formation rates in the self–virialised eccentric and isolated (left panel) and circular and isolated (right panel)
simulations, showing that star formation in both sets of tidally–influenced clouds is substantially faster than in the corresponding isolated clouds, until the
tidally–influenced clouds become deprived of gas. The colours denote the different model clouds, as indicated by the legend in the left panel, and the vertical
grey line represents pericentre passage in the eccentric orbit at 0.41Myr.
apparent fading of the cloud due to gas exhaustion.
4.1.2 Response of the self–virialised clouds to the tidal field
Readers are reminded that the coordinate system used in this work
differs of necessity from that used in Kruijssen et al. (2019). The
latter paper concentrates on the observable properties of the model
clouds dictated by our perspective on the Galactic Centre. This
obliges the use of a Cartesian coordinate system defined by the
vector joining the Sun to the Galactic Centre (equivalent to yˆ
in our simulations), Galactic longitude (equivalent to −xˆ) and
Galactic latitude (equivalent to zˆ). In this paper by contrast, we are
effectively using a polar coordinate system.
The evolution of the self–virialised clouds on eccentric and
circular orbits is remarkably similar. In particular, both sets of
clouds appear to undergo an acceleration in their star formation
rate on a timescale close to, but slightly longer than, that on which
the eccentric clouds pass through pericentre. This is curious, since
this timescale has no meaning for the clouds on the circular orbits.
In Figure 6, we show the ratio as a function of time of the star
formation rate in the eccentric and circular model clouds. We see
that, from the beginning of the simulations, the clouds on eccentric
orbits form stars slightly more rapidly than those on circular orbits.
Both the clouds on eccentric and circular orbits experience very
strong compression in the z–direction owing to their velocity
fields being insufficient to resist the vertical tidal field. From
the beginning of the simulations, the clouds on eccentric orbits
experience stronger tidal fields, particularly in the z–direction, as
they approach the centre of the potential. This leads to greater
compression and more rapid star formation. The discrepancy
continues to increase, reaching maximum values of ≈ 1.5 in most
simulations, until shortly after the eccentric clouds pass through
pericentre. After this point, the star formation rate in the HVir
cloud remains elevated in the eccentric model for ≈ 0.5Myr. This
is likely because this cloud is the least efficient at forming stars
and therefore the most responsive to tidally–induced collapse.
By contrast, the LVir calculation, which is already forming stars
vigorously by the time of pericentre passage, is the least responsive
to tidal compression. After ≈ 0.8Myr, both circular and eccentric
clouds are close to gas exhaustion and the relative star–formation
rates after this point are largely stochastic. The other simulations
rapidly return to a state where the eccentric and circular clouds are
forming stars at very similar rates.
It is clear from comparing the isolated and orbiting clouds
that the evolution of the latter models is dominated by tidal
compression, which is strongest in the z–direction. The compres-
sion drives the z–component of the clouds’ velocity fields up as
the tidal field does work on the gas, accelerating it towards the
clouds’ instantaneous midplanes. The collapse is approximately
homologous in this direction, so that most of the gas arrives at the
midplane at the same time, forming a very thin structure (this is
most easily seen in an animation of the simulation, provided in the
Supporting Information).
We estimate the timescale on which the clouds reach max-
imum vertical compression, and thus maximum star formation
rate, by computing the ratio of the clouds’ instantaneous half–sizes
in the z–direction δZ(t) to the time–integral of their velocity
dispersions in the z–direction, σZ . This results in a normalised
crossing time, τ˜z(t) = δZ(t)/
∫
σZdt
2. When this quantity
becomes unity or larger, the cloud has had sufficient time to
2 An integral is computed here, since both δZ and σZ change substantially
during the simulations
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Figure 5. Position–position and position–velocity renders of the
self–virialised Fiducial simulation at four timesteps. All images are
logarithmically–scaled. Dashed lines represent the orbit fitted by . Top
panel: Top–down position–position view (along the z–axis) with an arrow
indicating the direction of the Sun. Middle panel: Line–of–sight position–
position view (along the y–axis). Bottom panel: Line–of–sight position–
velocity view.
respond to the vertical tidal field and collapse into the midplane.
In Figure 7 we show this quantity as a function of time for the
eccentric and circular clouds.
For all self–virialised clouds, in both eccentric and circu-
lar simulations, τ˜z reaches unity in the narrow range of times
0.3–0.4Myr. The similarity of this timescale in both Eccentric
and Circular simulations explains the very similar behaviour of
these two classes of run – although this is the time in the eccentric
simulations when the clouds reach pericentre, it is not connected
to this event. Note also that this timescale is substantially shorter
than the clouds’ initial freefall times, indicating once again
that it is not their self–gravity that governs their evolution. The
similarity of these timesscales is instead likely to be driven by the
external potential, which sets both the orbital time and the collapse
timescale.
All the self–virialised clouds therefore reach their flattest
and densest state, and achieve their highest star formation rates
after ≈ 0.4Myr when homologous collapse brings virtually all
the gas together in the clouds’ instantaneous vertical midplanes.
However, because the gas is highly structured, it does not simply
form a dense overpressured layer, as is found, for example, in
simulations of smooth colliding clouds (e.g. Balfour et al. 2015).
Some dense substructures approaching each other from opposite
vertical directions collide and shock, producing very high densities
and star formation rates, but others meet no significant resistance
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Figure 6. Time evolution of the star formation rates of the self-virialised
clouds on eccentric relative to those on circular orbits, demonstrating only
modest differences. The colours denote the different model clouds, as indi-
cated by the legend, and the vertical grey line represents pericentre passage
in the eccentric orbit at 0.41Myr..
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Figure 7. Absolute time–evolution of the normalised vertical crossing time
defined in the text in the self–virialised clouds. Clouds on eccentric orbits
are represented by solid lines and those on circular orbits by dashed lines.
The colours denote the different model clouds, as indicated by the legend
in the left panel, and the vertical grey line represents pericentre passage
in the eccentric orbit at 0.41Myr, while the horizontal grey line denotes a
normalised crossing time of unity.
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Figure 8. Net momentum in the vertical direction (defined such that nega-
tive values indicate vertical contraction and positive values indicate vertical
expansion) in all eccentric self–virialised simulations. The colours denote
the different model clouds, as indicated by the legend in the left panel, and
the vertical grey line represents pericentre passage in the eccentric orbit at
0.41Myr.
and pass straight through the clouds’ instantaneous midplanes.
This has the effect that the clouds then become more extended in
the vertical direction, and the vertical velocity dispersion declines,
as the velocity field instead begins to do work against the tidal and
self–gravitational fields.
This behaviour is illustrated clearly in Figure 8. At each
timestep, we find the location of the clouds’ midplane in the z
direction, z0 and compute for all i SPH particles the quantity
pi = mivz,i.[sign(zi − z0)zˆ]. This quantity is a momentum
defined such that negative values indicate vertical motion towards
the midplane, and positive values indicate vertical motion away
from the midplane. Summing over all particles results in a total
vertical momentum whose sign indicates whether the cloud is
globally vertically contracting (negative values) or expanding
(positive values). Figure 8 shows the result of this procedure
applied to all self–virialised clouds on eccentric orbits. The vertical
momenta are strongly negative (indicating contraction) up to
≈ 0.4Myr, before very abruptly transitioning to positive values
(vertical expansion), as significant quantities of material pass
straight through the clouds’ midplanes.
4.1.3 Shortcomings of the self–virialised cloud models
Clearly the self–virialised cloud models are unable to reproduce
the basic properties of the CMZ clouds. They are unable to
support themselves against the tidal forces they experience, and
they undergo very strong compression, leading to very high star
formation rates and efficiencies, often resulting in gas exhaustion
in a fraction of an orbital time and less than the clouds’ initial
freefall times. In particular, most of the self–virialised clouds are
forming stars vigorously by the time they reach the position of the
Brick at ≈ 0.4Myr.
These simulations lack two important physical processes
which would be expected to reduce the star formation rates of the
clouds. Magnetic fields provide support to molecular clouds at in-
termediate scales by exerting an additional (anisotropic) pressure.
However, on > pc scales, it is very unlikely that the magnetic
pressure is more than comparable to the dynamic pressure, and the
magnetic fields present in the Galactic Centre clouds certainly do
not appear strong enough to support the clouds against collapse
(e.g. Kruijssen et al. 2014).
Alternatively, stellar feedback, particularly from massive stars
in the form of ionising radiation and winds, could in principle
prevent the clouds collapsing, or even disrupt them. However, as
shown by Bressert et al. (2012); Dale et al. (2014); Howard et al.
(2016), photoionisation is ineffective on cloud scales if the escape
velocity of the cloud is greater than the canonical 10 km s−1 sound
speed in ionised gas, which is true of all the clouds modelled
here. Stellar wind bubbles do not suffer from the limitation of a
maximum expansion velocity, but the inhomogeneous nature of
molecular clouds likely permits most of the injected energy to
escape by advection of hot gas (e.g. Rogers & Pittard 2013).
In molecular clouds which are dense enough to efficiently trap
photons, radiation pressure may be an important feedback mech-
anism (e.g. Skinner & Ostriker 2015). The CMZ clouds certainly
possess high enough mean column densities that radiation pressure
may be important (e.g. Fall et al. 2010), but it strains credulity to
invoke stellar feedback to explain the low–star formation rates in
the CMZ clouds, since many of the clouds appear not to have even
started forming stars (supernovae can be immediately dismissed
for the same reason).
We instead investigate the possibility that the star formation
rates in the CMZ clouds are slowed down by the much higher
turbulent velocities required to support them against the external
tidal field they inhabit.
4.2 Tidally–virialised clouds
4.2.1 Star formation efficiencies and rates
As we did for the self–virialised clouds, we first examine the rates
of star formation in the tidally–virialised objects. In Figure 9, we
show on the top row the remaining gas mass (left panel), the stellar
mass (centre panel) and the star formation efficiency (right panel)
in the tidally–virialised clouds. In the lower panels of Figure 9, we
show the star formation rates and efficiencies of the simulations.
Models of isolated turbulent clouds without feedback gen-
erally produce star formation efficiency rates per freefall time of
several tens of percent. This is precisely what we observed the Iso-
lated clouds described in the previous section, with the exception of
the unbound HVir model. Placing the self–virialised clouds on the
galactic centre orbit increased the star formation rates, sometimes
by more than an order of magnitude.
In stark contrast, the star formation rates and rate of growth in
star formation efficiency in the tidally–virialised clouds are much
slower. For all except the HDens model, SFERff is less than 0.15
until approximately 0.6Myr, substantially after pericentre passage.
Star formation efficiencies after one cloud freefall time are in the
range 0.05–0.25, instead of 0.25–1.0. The HDens model cloud
reaches a star–formation efficiency of ≈ 0.5 at 0.7 Myr, some 0.3
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Figure 9. Time evolution of several quantities describing all of the tidally-virialised simulations. The panels show the gas mass (top left), stellar mass (top
centre), star formation efficiency (top right), absolute star formation rate (bottom left), star formation efficiency rate (bottom centre), star formation efficiency
rate per free-fall time (bottom right). This figure shows that star formation rates in the tidally–virialised clouds are much lower than in the self–virialised
models. In all panels, solid lines are eccentric simulations, dashed lines are circular simulations, colours denote the different model clouds, as indicated by the
legend in the first panel, and the vertical grey line represents pericentre passage in the eccentric orbit at 0.41Myr.
Myr after pericentre (matching the position of the Brick, see Figure
1). Likewise, the high velocity dispersion cloud achieves ≈ 0.2,
the fiducial cloud ≈ 0.15, and the two other clouds ≈ 0.05. These
values are still higher than the star formation efficiencies seen in
the CMZ clouds, but they are much lower than those achieved
in the self–virialised clouds and are in fact similar to or smaller
than the efficiencies observed in the isolated clouds, even if such
a comparison should be made carefully, since the velocity disper-
sions in the tidally–virialised clouds are so much higher. Readers
are reminded that these are strict upper limits to the star formation
rates/efficiencies, due to our inability to resolve individual stars,
the use of sink particles, and our neglect of feedback and magnetic
fields.
If we compare the rate of star formation in the clouds on ec-
centric and circular orbits, as depicted in Figure 10, we see that,
apart from the HDens cloud which is the cloud least affected by
(i.e. most decoupled from) the tidal field, the eccentric clouds ex-
perience a substantially larger relative jump in star formation rate
than was observed in the self–virialised models, greater than a fac-
tor of two in some cases. In addition, there is a substantial delay
of ≈ 0.4Myr between passage through pericentre and the peak in
the relative difference between star formation rates in the eccen-
tric and circular clouds. This shows that the compression induced
by the pericentre passage requires time to influence the star forma-
tion rate. Fig. 4 of Kruijssen et al. (2019) demonstrates that this is
partly caused by the delayed conversion of tidal–shear–driven rota-
tional energy into internal (possibly turbulent) kinetic energy that
can be dissipated. We show below that tidal compression, in the
form of delayed non–homologous collapse in the vertical direction
is also a contributing factor (see Table 3 of Kruijssen et al. 2019
for a summary of the effects of various physical mechanisms on
the observable properties of the clouds). As a result, star formation
may remain inhibited until the position of ‘cloud b’ on the Galactic
centre dust ridge (see Figure 1).
4.2.2 Response of the tidally–virialised clouds to the tidal field
In Figures 12 and 13 we show position–position and position–
velocity diagrams for the eccentric tidally–virialised simulations,
for comparison with the self–virialised cloud shown in Figure 5.
The tidally–virialised cloud is plainly larger in physical space and
more spread in velocity space than the self–virialised model. The
tidally–supported cloud does become flattened, but not to the de-
gree of its self–virialised counterpart, and its larger extent in the
direction tangential to the orbit gives it a larger aspect ratio than the
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Figure 10. Time evolution of the star formation rates of the tidally-virialised
clouds on eccentric orbitts relative to those on circular orbits, demonstrating
a modest difference. The colours denote the different model clouds, as indi-
cated by the legend, and the vertical grey line represents pericentre passage
in the eccentric orbit at 0.41Myr.
self–virialised clouds. There is very little of the fading observed in
the self–virialised model, since the rate of gas consumption is much
lower.
It is instructive to examine the other tidally–virialised cloud
models in this fashion. A detailed discussion is given in Kruijssen
et al. (2019) and we only give a brief exposition here. The spreading
of the clouds in the x (i.e. in Galactic longitude) and y (i.e. line–of–
sight) directions is a feature of all the clouds save the HDens model,
although the interpretation of this cloud is complicated by the fact
that it approaches gas exhaustion by ∼ 0.8Myr, leading to the gas
column–density declining strongly by this time. The spreading is
strongest along the line–of–sight, since this direction is closest to
the radial direction for most times during the simulations, and it is
in this coordinate that the clouds are oversupported against the tidal
field. As the clouds approach apocentre, however, this spreading
produces a significant extension projected along the orbit, which
is further contributed to by tidally–driven shear. As discussed in
Kruijssen et al. (2019), this leads to an increase in observed veloc-
ity dispersion as the clouds approach the position of Sgr B2. The
spreading is, to a large degree, due to disturbances in the outer lay-
ers of the clouds, which are least strongly bound, and also most
subject to tidal shear.
The (x, z) morphology of the clouds show two notable fea-
tures. Firstly, the clouds are strongly compressed in the vertical
direction – that in which they are undersupported – but not as
strongly as the self–virialised models due to their elevated veloc-
ity dispersions. The denser inner regions of the clouds are initially
compacted more strongly, leaving low–density haloes above and
below the clouds as they pass through pericentre. However, by the
time the clouds reach x ≈ −50 pc (corresponding to the position
of the Brick in Figure 1), they are globally compacted into pancake
structures whose projected long axes are nearly parallel to the orbit
projected into the (x, z) plane. This leads to a strong drop in the
clouds’ aspect ratios (Kruijssen et al. 2019).
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Figure 11. Net momentum in the vertical direction (defined such that nega-
tive values indicate vertical contraction and positive values indicate vertical
expansion) in all eccentric tidally–virialised simulations. The colours de-
note the different model clouds, as indicated by the legend, and the vertical
grey line represents pericentre passage in the eccentric orbit at 0.41Myr.
As the clouds pass from x ≈ −50 pc to x ≈ −100 pc (corre-
sponding to the longitude range of the Galactic centre ‘dust ridge’,
see Figure 1), the clouds are tilted with respect to the orbit. This
clockwise rotation about the line of sight is caused by the torques
accompanying pericentre passage and increases the aspect ratios
once more.
The position–velocity images reveal, as in the case of the self–
virialised clouds, that the imprint of the clouds’ initial turbulent ve-
locity fields is largely erased by the time of pericentre passage, with
the clouds acquiring a pronounced velocity gradient in the opposite
sense to that of the orbit. This counter–rotation is induced by tidal
shear (Kruijssen et al. 2019). The exception is the HDens cloud,
where localised collapse again dominates the position–velocity
plots by 0.7Myr and the fading due to gas exhaustion observed
in the self–virialised clouds is also present. Overall, however, the
structure and kinematics of the tidally–virialised simulations re-
semble much more closely what is observed in the than do those of
the self–virialised models (see Figure 2 of Kruijssen et al. (2019)).
Examination of the vertical mass fluxes, depicted in Figure
11 reveals crucial differences between these clouds and their self–
virialised counterparts. The net vertical momenta of all the tidally–
virialised clouds are initially away from the clouds’ midplanes.
This reverses quite rapidly after ≈ 0.2Myr but, as can be seen in
the position–position images and the animations in the Supporting
Information, the initial expansion creates a low–density halo above
and below the clouds and, when they do begin to contract vertically,
they do so non–homologously, with the more weakly–bound halo
taking longer to begin contracting than the dense regions closer to
the midplane. The contraction occurs over a more extended period
of time and, because the gas does not all arrive at the midplane at
the same time, as in the self–virialised clouds, the increase in star
formation activity is much slower. For the same reason, the tidally–
virialised clouds are never as thin in the vertical direction or as
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(a)
Figure 12. Position–position and position–velocity renders of the tidally–
virialised Fid simulation at four timesteps. All images are logarithmically–
scaled. Dashed lines represent the orbit fitted by . Top panel: Top–down
position–position view (along the z–axis) with an arrow indicating the di-
rection of the Sun. Middle panels: Line–of–sight position–position view
(along the y–axis). Bottom panel: Line–of–sight position–velocity view.
dense. Substructure which passes through the midplanes without
being shocked continues to meet still infalling material from the
opposite vertical side of the cloud until ∼ 0.8Myr. After this time,
essentially all the material in the clouds has been shocked by verti-
cal tidal compression.
5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Effect of tidal forces on cloud dimensions and velocity
dispersions
To understand the influence of the tidal field on the clouds, we
first compare the evolution of the clouds’ dimensions and velocity
dispersions in the three principal directions – radial, tangential and
vertical – in the self–virialised (Figure 14) and tidally–virialised
(Figure 15) cases. We locate the clouds’ instantaneous centres of
mass, determine the interval centred on this point in each direc-
tion enclosing half–mass, and halve these distances to generate
half–mass half–extents δR, δS and δZ. We compute velocity
dispersions σR, σS and σZ of all the gas within the cuboid defined
by the volume 2δR× 2δS × 2δZ, centred on the centre of mass.
Because of the nature of the mass distribution generating the
tidal field, all components of the tidal tensor are compressive. Since
the self–virialised clouds, with the exception of the HVir model,
have kinetic energy densities too small to resist the tidal forces in
any direction, Figure 14 shows that they are all contracting in all
three principal directions by the time they reach pericentre, with
the exception of the HVir and HDens clouds, which are expanding
mildly in the radial direction, but contracting in the other two.
These two clouds are respectively the most unbound and the least
susceptible to tidal compression of this suite of simulations, and
the radial direction is that in which tidal compression is weakest,
so this behaviour is not unexpected. In general, however, it is
clear that the clouds are being crushed by the tidal field. The
compression is fastest and strongest in the vertical direction, that
in which the tidal compression is strongest. Additionally, tidal
shear–induced spreading in the tangential direction is suppressed
by tidal compression along this coordinate.
The LVir cloud is the most weakly–supported of all the
models and compression drives up the velocity dispersion in all
three principal directions in this cloud, almost from the beginning
of the simulations. In the other clouds, by contrast, the velocity
dispersions in the radial and tangential directions decline for
approximately 0.4Myr before rising modestly at later times. The
initial decline is due to the dissipation of the (non–artificially–
driven) turbulence by shocks, whereas the rise at later times is due
to tidal shear in the tangential direction, as well as local fragmen-
tation and collapse – the clouds have mostly reached very high
star–formation efficiencies by this point. The velocity dispersion
in the vertical direction, however, increases almost immediately
in all simulations, due to the rapid collapse of the clouds on this
axis. After approximately 0.5Myr, the clouds rebound in the
z–direction, as material passes though the instantaneous vertical
midplane. Their thicknesses increase, and the velocity dispersion
in the z–direction drops as the velocity field does work against the
tidal and self–gravitational fields.
The differences between clouds on eccentric and circular
orbits are of a quantitative nature only and are modest. The
simulations depart from each other as they approach and pass
through pericentre, with compression in the tangential and vertical
directions being slightly greater in the eccentric simulations. There
is no pattern in the radial compression experienced by the clouds,
but the differences between the two classes of simulation are
small. The velocity dispersions in the eccentric clouds tend to
be slightly larger in all three principal directions for most of the
simulations but the differences are generally . 10%. Pericentre
passage therefore has little additional influence on the eccentric
clouds, probably because all the clouds are so strongly affected by
the tidal forces.
The behaviour of the tidally–virialised clouds, depicted in
Figure 15, is markedly different. The isotropic velocity field given
to these clouds leaves them somewhat radially oversupported, ver-
tically undersupported, and in approximate tangential equilibrium,
although still prone to spreading by tidal shear. The clouds respond
as expected. At pericentre, they are growing radially, shrinking
vertically and roughly stable in tangential extent. At later times,
dissipation of internal kinetic energy allows them to shrink in
radial extent, but tidal shear–induced spreading stabilises them in
the tangential direction.
The velocity dispersion of the tidally-virialised clouds
are characterised by steady falls in the radial and tangential
components until well after pericentre, due to a combination
of dissipation in shocks and doing work against the tidal field.
The tangential velocity dispersion remains higher than the radial
because tidal shearing motions also contribute to the former
component. Contraction in the vertical direction leads to an initial
increase in the velocity dispersion in this axis as, conversely,
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Figure 13. Position–position and position–velocity renders of the tidally–virialised LDens (top–left), HDens (top–right), LVDis (bottom–left) and HVDis
(bottom–right) simulations at four timesteps. All images are logarithmically–scaled. Dashed lines represent the orbit fitted by Kruijssen et al., (2018). Top
panels: Top–down position–position views (along the z–axis) with an arrow indicating the direction of the Sun. Middle panels: Line–of–sight position–position
views (along the y–axis). Bottom panel: Line–of–sight position–velocity views.
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Figure 14. Top row: Sizes of the self–virialised clouds plotted against time in the radial (left panel), tangential (centre panel) and vertical (right panel)
directions, showing tidal compression along all axes. Bottom row: velocity dispersions in the self–virialised clouds plotted against time in the radial (left
panel), tangential (centre panel) and vertical (right panel) directions. In all panels, solid lines are eccentric simulations, dashed lines are circular simulations,
dotted lines are isolated simulations, colours denote the different model clouds, as indicated by the legend in the left panels, and the vertical grey line represents
pericentre passage in the eccentric orbit at 0.41Myr.
the tidal forces do work on the velocity field. This persists until
material crosses the vertical midplane and the vertical velocity
dispersion declines after ≈ 0.8Myr. The differences induced by
pericentre passage are again very modest.
5.2 Effect of tidal forces on cloud energies and virial ratios
We now examine the evolution of the kinetic and gravitational
potential energies, shown in Figure 16, and the virial ratio, defined
as twice the modulus of the ratio of these energies, shown in Figure
17.
As expected, all of the self-virialised clouds save the LVir
simulation initially have kinetic energies in excess of their gravita-
tional potential energies. Since the clouds are taken to have fixed
masses, the evolution of their self–energy content depends only
on their internal velocity dispersions and their sizes. Since, by the
time the clouds reach pericentre, they are all (except for the HVir
cloud) contracting, the gravitational potential energy increases in
magnitude after this point, causing the kinetic energy to drop below
the absolute gravitational potential energy. As a consequence of
the contraction, the tidal and self–gravitational forces do work on
the velocity field (in all but the HVir cloud) and the kinetic energy,
which initially declines as shocks dissipate the turbulence, rises.
With the exception of the HDens cloud, the tidally–virialised
clouds behave in a radically different fashion. They all initially
have kinetic energies larger than their gravitational energies,
so they begin in a slightly over–stable state. As with the self–
virialised clouds, their turbulent kinetic energies decline due to
the action of shocks. However, since they enjoy adequate support
against the tidal field in the radial and tangential directions,
the tidally–virialised clouds do not contract overall, and in fact
expand, causing their gravitational potential energies to drop.
Their velocity fields are therefore doing work against the tidal and
self–gravitational forces, and their kinetic energies also decline.
Eventually, this results in kinetic energies and gravitational poten-
tial energies that are similar in magnitude.
However, in all tidally–virialised clouds, at ≈ 0.4Myr, the
decline in kinetic energy is stopped or reversed due to an increase
in σz . At this point in time, the clouds begin to contract in the
vertical direction, so gravitational energy is converted to energy
stored in this velocity component. After ≈ 0.8Myr, the extra
energy injected into the vertical velocity component is inevitably
lost as the non–homologous contraction in the z–direction at last
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2019)
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Figure 15. Top row: Sizes of the tidally–virialised clouds plotted against time in the radial (left panel), tangential (centre panel) and vertical (right panel)
directions, revealing that these clouds are much more ale to resist tidal compression. Bottom row: velocity dispersions in the tidally–virialised clouds plotted
against time in the radial (left panel), tangential (centre panel) and vertical (right panel) directions, showing an initial decline, followed increases driven by
tidally–driven shear in the radial and azimuthal directions. In all panels, solid lines are eccentric simulations, dashed lines are circular simulations, dotted lines
are isolated simulations, colours denote the different model clouds, as indicated by the legend in the left panel, and the vertical grey line represents pericentre
passage in the eccentric orbit at 0.41Myr.
overruns all the gas. The total kinetic energies eventually begin to
decline once more at this point, although this is partly offset by
the increase in the tangential velocity dispersion induced by tidal
shear. The tidal forces acting on the clouds effectively increase
the internal kinetic energies of the gas in a strongly anisotropic
fashion, with different components gaining and losing dominance
at different stages of the orbit.
The virial ratios of the clouds, shown in Figure 17, determine
when the clouds become unstable and star formation commences.
Most of the self–virialised clouds rapidly achieve a virial ratio less
than unity and star formation therefore begins quickly. The LDens
and particularly the HVir clouds delay this occurrence owing to,
respectively, a longer initial freefall time and an early expansion.
Since the tidally–virialised clouds are contracting only in
the z–direction while they expand or are stable in the other two,
their gravitational potentials remain relatively flat, and it is largely
the change in the kinetic energy which determines if and when
the two energies become equal and the virial ratio drops below
unity. In the case of the HDens cloud, the decline in velocity
dispersion due to both shocks and expansion is the fastest and the
gap between the turbulent and gravitational energies is narrow,
so this rapidly drives the cloud to an unstable state. These results
show that the self-virialised and tidally-virialised clouds respond
in radically-different, yet explicable ways to the external tidal field.
A corollary of the energetic ratios of the tidally–virialised
clouds is that, particularly in the early stages of their evolution the
clouds appear strongly unbound even though they are not. This is
an obvious consequence of the action of the tidal field, which is
what is preventing these clouds from rapidly dispersing. However,
this makes inferring the future evolution and star–formation
activity in thse clouds observationally very difficult, since their
dynamics and evolution cannot be understood from observations
of the clouds alone. Instead, the external gravitational potential
must be accounted for.
5.3 Effect of tidal forces on star formation rates
As noted above, the star formation rates and efficiencies in the
tidally–virialised clouds are much lower than in the self–virialised
models. Comparison of Figures 3 and 9 shows that, in the former
case, star formation accelerates smoothly for ≈ 0.5Myr in most
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Figure 16. Kinetic energy in the centre–of–mass frame T (solid lines) and the magnitude of the self–gravitational energy V (dashed lines) in all eccentric
self–virialised (left panel) and tidally–virialised (right–panel) calculations. The colours denote the different model clouds, as indicated by the legends, and the
vertical grey lines represent pericentre passage in the eccentric orbit at 0.41Myr.
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Figure 17. Virial ratios (defined as αvir = 2T/|V |, with T the total kinetic energy in the centre of mass frame and V the self–gravitational potential energy)
in the self–virialised (left panel) and tidally–virialised (right panel) eccentric calculations. Clouds on Eccentric orbits are denoted by solid lines, and those
on circular orbits by dashed lines. The colours denote the different model clouds, as indicated by the legends, and the vertical grey lines represent pericentre
passage in the eccentric orbit at 0.41Myr. The grey horizontal lines denotes virial equilbrium, defined as α = 2.
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simulations, driven by tidally–induced contraction, while in the
latter, in all but the HDens run, star formation remains at a very
low level until ≈ 0.8Myr (≈ 0.4Myr after pericentre), when
it accelerates (although only weakly in the LDens simulation).
This is a particularly interesting observation, because Barnes
et al. (2017) recently reported that clouds in the CMZ dust ridge
remain quiescent for 0.3–0.5Myr after passing through pericentre,
before rapidly transitioning into a star–forming mode. As dis-
cussed above, we find in Kruijssen et al. (2019) that this is likely
caused by the delayed conversion of tidal shear-driven rotational
energy into internal, possibly turbulent, kinetic energy that can be
dissipated, thus enabling collapse. Additionally, because of the
non–homologous collapse of the tidally–virialised clouds, there is
a considerable delay in vertical compression shocking all of the
gas.
In both classes of simulation, the onset of star formation is
well correlated with the time when the clouds’ virial ratios drop
below 2. Most of the self–virialised clouds achieve this rapidly
due to their smaller initial virial ratios and rapid contraction, and
therefore begin forming stars rapidly, and before pericentre. The
HVir cloud takes ≈ 0.8Myr to achieve this transition, resulting
in a delay in the initiation of star formation relative to the other
clouds.
The tidally–virialised clouds again behave differently. The
LDens cloud never achieves a virial ratio less than unity, which
explains the persistent low star formation rate in this run. In
contrast, the HDens cloud, which has the lowest initial virial
ratio of these models, rapidly attains an unstable state as shocks
drain energy from its velocity field. This results in prompt and
continuing rapid star formation in this run. In the three remaining
clouds, the crossover of turbulent kinetic and gravitational potential
energies is delayed by tidal shear, by non–homologous contraction
in the z–direction, and by the cloud expansion in the radial and
tangential directions (also induced by tidal shear), which keeps
the gravitational potential energy roughly constant. These effects
combine to stabilise the clouds until ≈ 0.8–1.0Myr. After this
point, star formation also initiates in these models.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have performed the first hydrodynamic simulations of isolated
molecular clouds in the Galactic Centre in which the clouds are
placed on accurately–determined orbits in a realistic external
potential and self–consistently experience appropriate tidal forces.
We find that these forces profoundly influence the evolution of the
clouds. Our principal conclusions are summarised as follows:
(i) The flattened potential of the Galactic stellar mass distri-
bution dominates the dynamics of the gas in the ≈100 pc stream of
molecular gas orbiting the Galactic Centre. Simulations of isolated
clouds cannot reproduce the evolution of the GMCs in this region.
(ii) Adopting the traditional approach of scaling the clouds’
turbulent velocity dispersions to put them close to equilibrium with
the clouds’ self–gravity results in objects which are completely
unable to resist the tidal forces generated by the external potential.
These objects rapidly collapse in all three principal directions,
leading to rapid star formation and, in most cases, to gas exhaustion
in a small fraction of an orbital time. Such models are, then, also
incapable of reproducing the basic characteristics of the CMZ
clouds.
(iii) Scaling the turbulent velocity dispersions in the clouds to
instead balance the tidal forces acting upon them results in objects
which are much more stable and whose star formation rates and
efficiencies, and overall morphology are in much better agreement
with observed CMZ cloud properties. These simulations support
the conclusion by Longmore et al. (2013b); Kruijssen et al. (2014)
that the low star formation rates per surface or volume density seen
in clouds in the Central Molecular Zone are likely to be largely
due to their high turbulent velocity dispersions. These elevated
turbulent velocity dispersions are expected if the clouds initially
form out of the shearing medium as gas moves radially inwards
and enters the CMZ (see the discussion in Kruijssen et al. 2019).
(iv) In such models, the high velocity dispersion regulates
the star formation rate, while the compressive tidal forces prevent
the gas motions dispersing the clouds, and delay the decay of the
turbulence. The success of these models depends therefore on both
the high initial velocities and the tidal field.
(v) The formal virial ratios of four of the five tidally–virialised
clouds, as could be inferred by observing their linewidths or mea-
sured by comparing the energies stored in their velocity fields
with their self–gravitational potential energies, are in the range
9.4–27.4. This is at and over the higher end of the observed
range in typical Galactic–disk clouds 0.1–10 (e.g. Dobbs et al.
2011), indicating that these objects are far from typical molecular
clouds. Additionally, since their evolution is dominated by the
tidal field, their dynamical states cannot be inferred purely from
measurements of their intrinsic properties.
(vi) The eccentric shape of the orbit inferred by Kruijssen
et al. (2015) has a moderate effect on the evolution of the clouds.
The stronger tidal forces experienced by the clouds on the eccentric
orbits compared to those on circular orbits do accelerate collapse
and star formation by a factor of∼ 2 over timescales of≈ 0.5Myr,
or about one sixth of an orbital time.
Although these simulations are better able to reproduce
the properties of clouds (star formation deficiency, morphology,
kinematics) in the Galactic Centre environment (also see Kruijssen
et al. 2019), the star formation rates and efficiencies they produce
are still factors of a few to an order of magnitude too large.
However, we stress that the rates and efficiencies we report are
strict upper limits. There are several physical processes, such as
magnetic fields and stellar feedback, which we have not modelled
and which likely also play a part in regulating star formation. We
defer a quantitative exploration of these issues to later work.
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Movies. Evolution of the simulated clouds: animated versions of
the centre panels of Figures 5 and 12, showing the x–z column–
density projections of the Fiducial simulation showing the full evo-
lutionary time sequence.
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APPENDIX A: ANISOTROPY OF THE INITIAL
VELOCITY FIELD
To construct the tidally–supported clouds in this work, the one–
dimensional velocity dispersions required to resist the three com-
ponents of the tidal tensor have been computed and then geomet-
rically averaged, so that the initial velocity field is isotropic. Since
the radial tidal forces are the weakest, and the vertical forces are
strongest, this leads to over–support of the clouds in the radial di-
rection and under–support in the vertical direction.
To evaluate the consequences of this assumption, we also ran
additional realisations of the Fiducial cloud in which the velocity
dispersions in the initially radial, tangential and vertical directions
is set to those computed from the tidal tensor, resulting in a strongly
anisotropic velocity field where the dispersion in the vertical direc-
tion is about four times that in the radial. The differences between
the simulations with the isotropic and anisotropic velocity fields are
modest, and are strongest in terms of morphology, as shown in Fig-
ure A1. Unsurprisingly, this cloud in particular shows little if any
flattening in the vertical direction, and very little tendency to spread
in the orbital direction. Overall, its morphological properties do not
provide as good a match to the observed CMZ clouds as the clouds
with isotropic velocity fields. We therefore suggest that the initial
velocity field of the observed CMZ clouds were likely isotropic.
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Figure A1. PP and PV diagrams of the Fiducial eccentric tidally–supported
cloud simulation with an initially anisotropic velocity field.
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